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2006 QUESTION 1. (20%) Consider the following implementation of an interface to a set of Internet search engines using Enterprise Java Beans. In the following program, String variable engine is used to store the search engine to be used, e.g. google; String variable query is used to store the search query which will be submitted to the corresponding search engine; Integer variable start is used to store the starting record to be displayed, e.g. 50 means start displaying record 50 in the search result. // SearchHome.java : home interface import java.ejb.*; import java.rmi.RemoteException; public interface SearchHome extends EJBHome { public SearchBean create(String engine); } // Search.java : remote interface import java.ejb.*; import java.rmi.RemoteException; public interface Search extends EJBObject { public SearchResult[ ] searchQuery(String query, int start) throws RemoteException; } // SearchBean.java : bean implementation import javax.ejb.SessionBean; public class SearchBean implements SessionBean { URL searchURL; HttpURLConnection searchCon; // ejbCreate() : locates the search engine public void ejbCreate(String engine) { try { InitialContext c = new InitialContext(); searchURL=(URL)c.lookup(“java:comp/env/url”+engine); searchCon = searchURL.openConnection(); } catch ( Exception e ) { throw newEJBException(e); } } // searchEnquiry() : starts the search and // returns the records from start public SearchResult[ ] searchQuery(String query,int start) { try { searchCon.connect(); searchCon.setRequestMethod(“POST ” + query); String response = searchCon.getResponseMessage(); return ( processResult(response,start) ); } catch ( IOException e ) { throw new EJBException(e); } }
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// processResult(): process the search result (type String) // and return 50 records from record number // start (each record is of type SearchResult) public SearchResult[ ] processResult(String response, int start) { // process the search result (String response) // store each record of the result in object SearchResult // the search result is an array of SearchResult[ ] objects // return 50 records from record number start // e.g. if start is 51, then records 51-100 will be returned } } // deployment descriptor . . . Search Engine EJB SearchEJB SearchHome Search SearchBean Stateless Container . . . . . . Google Search Engine url/google java.net.URL http://www.google.com Alta Vista Search Engine url/altavista java.net.URL http://www.altavista.com . . .



Following Java client program uses the searchQuery( ) method to obtain search result from SearchEJB. public static void main(String[] args) { SearchResult [ ] results; String search_query = “J2EE security”; int count = 0; // 1. Get the JDNI naming context Context initialCtx = new InitialContext(); // 2. Use the context to lookup the EJB home interface SearchHome SearchHome home=(SearchHome)initialCtx.lookup(“/SearchEJB”);
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// 3. Search search = home.create(“google”); // 4. results = search.searchQuery(search_query,count); // 5. while ( results != null ) { // print the search results count = count + 50; results = search.searchQuery(search_query,count); } } a)



Referring to the following diagram, the SearchEJB is deployed to the EJB Container with the deployment descriptor. Step 1 and step 2 in the above Java client program are shown inside the diagram. Complete the diagram for step 3 and step 4. The following information should be included: • Objects that will be created in the EJB Container. • When will those objects be created? • How the method searchQuery(search_query,count) is invoked?
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b)



When the program is executed, the result is not as expected. Identify places where the problems are.



c)



Suggest how to fix the problems in b).
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2006 QUESTION 3. (15%) a)



Which of the following can achieve higher concurrency in transaction management: optimistic concurrency or pessimistic concurrency? Explain your answer.



Parts b) and c) will use the following table structure: CREATE TABLE STUDENT ( id int, name CHAR(30), address CHAR(50), phonenum CHAR(12) ) Consider the following Java program fragment on the client: Connection conn = null; PreparedStatement stmt; conn = ds.getConnection(); try { stmt = conn.prepareStatement(“SELECT name, address, phonenum,” + “FROM STUDENT WHERE id = ?”); stmt.setInt(1, id); stmt.executeUpdate(); } catch ( … ) { … } // Display the selected result to client for update // Client is allowed to update the name, address and phonenum // to newName, newAddress, newPhonenum try { stmt = conn.prepareStatement( “UPDATE STUDENT SET name=?, address=?, phonenum=?” + “WHERE id=?”); stmt.setString(1,newName); stmt.setString(2,newAddress); stmt.setString(3,newPhonenum); stmt.setInt(4, id); stmt.executeUpdate(); } catch ( … ) { … }



b)



Referring to the above Java code fragment, is it based on optimistic concurrency or pessimistic concurrency? Explain your answer.
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c)



Implement the alternative concurrency scheme, i.e. if the above Java code is based on optimistic concurrency, implement the pessimistic concurrency scheme, and vice versa.
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2006 QUESTION 5. (15%) a) What is the difference between point-to-point messaging and publish-subscribe messaging?



Consider a Patient Queuing System for a hospital. patients: • P1: VIP • P2: normal • P3: patient needs specialist attention



There are three classes of



There are two classes of doctors: • C1: general practitioner • C2: specialist The criteria to assign a doctor to a patient is as follow: • Doctor of class C1 can serve patients of class P1 or class P2 • Doctor of class C2 can serve patients of all classes • When a doctor of class C1 is available, he will serve patients of class P1 first then patients of class P2 • When a doctor of class C2 is available, he will serve patients according to the class as follow: P3, P1, P2 When a patient arrives at the hospital, he registers with the Patient Queuing System which class he is in and obtains a ticket. The system is then checked for an available doctor. If all doctors are busy, the patient will wait in the lounge. If any doctor is free, the system will announce a ticket number and the patient with the corresponding ticket number will then be served. The next patient to be selected is based on the above criteria. The chief designer decided to use Java Messaging Service to implement the Patient Queuing System. Publish-subscribe messaging model is selected for implementation with each class of patient as a topic, i.e. 3 topics. b) Is publish-subscribe messaging model a suitable model for Patient Queuing System? Justify your answer.
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c) Do multiple topics (P1, P2 and P3) a proper design decision for the Patient Queuing System?



d) With JMS, how does the messaging data (message queues or topics) survive in a system crash?
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2005 QUESTION 4. (15%) Consider a hotel administration system with functions to support the operation of the hotel. The main functions are room booking and room management. The room booking function is implemented by a session bean with the following business methods: public interface HotelClerk extends EJBObject { public void addReservation(String name, Date from, Date to, int roomcount) throws RemoteException; public boolean reserveRooms() throws RemoteException; } Following is the code fragment that implements the above business methods: public class HotelClerkBean implements SessionBean { InitialContext ctx; String agent; // name of the agent submit the request Vector reservation_list = new Vector(); // list of booking public void ejbCreate(String agt) { agent = agt; } public void addReservation(String n, Date from, Date to, int room_cnt) { // ReservationInfo is the class that stores the reservation details // of a book, which includes the customer name, from and to // date, and the number of rooms required ReservationInfo res_info = new ReservationInfo(n,from,to,room_cnt); reservation_list.addElement(res_info); } public boolean reserveRooms() { /* reserveRooms() goes through the list of bookings (ReservationInfo objects) in the Vector reservation_list one by one, for each booking, the room record in the DB will be updated according to the from date and to date, and the room_cnt. After all rooms are reserved, the agent’s credit card will be charged. reserveRooms() returns true if all booking are successful and credit card is charged reserveRooms() returns fail otherwise */ } }
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Following is the deployment descriptor for the session bean HotelClerkEJB: // deployment descriptor Hotel Clerk EJB HotelClerkEJB HotelClerkHome HotelClerk HotelClerkBean Stateful Container . . . . . .



The following is the assembly-descriptor part of the deployment descriptor that specifies the method permission and transaction attribute: Clerk Clerk HotelClerkEJB * HotelClerkEJB * Required 
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a) Complete the following HotelBookingClient Java program. (10%) public class HotelBookingClient { String customers = { “KPC”, “PLAI”, “KMC”, “VC”, “JMA”, “LL” }; Date start_date = new Date(1, “May”, 2005); Date end_date = new Date(6, “May”, 2005”); Agent = “csis0402”; public static void main(String) { // The client will call the HotelClerkEJB to reserve rooms for the list // of customers in the array “customers”. // For each customer, the booking is 1 room from start_date to end_date. // The same agent “csis0402” will be used for all customers. try {



} catch (Exception e) { e.printStackTrace(); } } }



b) What is the impact to methods addReservation() and reserveRooms() if the is changed from “Container” to “Bean”. List the changes required to the two methods. (10%)
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2005 QUESTION 2. (15%) When servers are busy, requests take a longer time to handle. Most of the time, the client simply waits longer. But sometimes, when servers are very busy, a request will simply time out, and an instance of RemoteException will be thrown. In this latter case, retry logic turns out to be fairly painful: if the server is too busy and cannot handle additional requests, the last thing in the world the client should do is send the request again. a) Suggest a mechanism that can be implemented either on the client or on the server, or both, such that the client is aware of the server is very busy and is unable to handle additional request. (9%)



b) Implement your suggestion in a) with respect to the following piece of code on the server, where business_method is a RMI remote method: (6%) public business_method ( arguments ) throws exception-list { method body; }
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2004 QUESTION 1. (20%) Consider the following multi-tier architecture being adopted by a local telephone company for their Telephone Directory Enquiry System, like the 1083 system by PCCW. All telephone directory enquiries are handled by operators who use the Telephone Directory Enquiry System to process the enquiry. Most enquiries are telephone number search, i.e. search the telephone number for a company or a person. The search engine is implemented using Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs) and telephone directory records are stored in the DBMS. EJBs are deployed to the EJB servers, which are application servers. The DBMS is running on the DB server. In order to support the non-stop operation of the telephone enquiry service, the following resiliency strategy is used: • Multiple application servers are used (current configuration has 6 application servers, app-1 to app-6) • Two DB servers are used: one as the primary DB server (db-a) and the other is the hot standby secondary DB server (db-b) • All application servers are connected to the company’s LAN and are accessible by all client PCs • Special retry algorithm is implemented in the client program that runs on each client PC so the operator will not aware if any of those application servers is not available • Auto-restart mechanism is implemented in the search engine: if the search engine in the EJB server is crashed due to whatever reason, it will be restarted within 2 seconds



DB Servers LAN



Operators



EJB Servers
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The following retry algorithm (written in pseudo code) is implemented in client program: query = telephone directory search query result = store the telephone directory search result status = store telephone directory search status code app_server_list = { “app-1”, “app-2”, “app-3”, “app-4”, “app-5”, “app-6” }; cur_host = 0; cur_cycle = 0; while ( cur_cycle 5 ) { cur_cycle++; cur_host = 0; } } if ( cur_cycle > 1 ) report “Telephone directory enquiry system fail, please check” else return the search result The principle of the retry algorithm is as follow: • The client stores the list of available application servers (app_server_list) in a list, different client will have a different order for the list of available application servers • The client will consider each application server in the list one by one • The client will send the telephone directory enquiry to the next available application server and wait for the result • If the application server completes the search and returns the searching result, the client will display the result to the operator • If the application server cannot complete the search and returns a fail status code, the client will consider the next available application server • The client will go through the list of available application servers twice • Similar steps will be applied when the client is timeout on the search enquiry to an application server
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Study the architecture and the retry algorithm carefully, then answer the following questions: a) What are the reasons that the client goes through the application server list twice?



b) A bug is found in the search engine that whenever the query is an “empty enquiry”, the search engine will crash. Explain what will happen to the system when a client submits an “empty enquiry”.



c) Explain how you will modify the retry algorithm to avoid the scenario appears in b).
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